ABSTRACT Considering the openness and cross-domains of cloud computing, the traditional privacypreserving technology cannot be applied in cloud computing efficiently. In this paper, inspired by the accountability idea, we proposed an accountable privacy-preserving mechanism based on identity-based encryption for cloud computing, which focuses on constraining the illegal network behavior by performing accountability to protect the privacy for cloud participants. First, based on the description logic, we defined the basic privacy concepts about the privacy guarantee, privacy request, privacy attribute, and privacy exposure condition for cloud system, and at the same time, the system architecture for the proposed accountable privacy-preserving mechanism is presented; second, combining the proposed accounting and auditing approaches, the integrated accountable privacy-preserving mechanism for cloud computing is proposed; and then, based on the possible two kinds adversary attacks against the proposed mechanism, the detailed security analysis and proof for the proposed mechanism are given; finally, we provide extensive experimental results and potential accountability implementation to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed mechanism.
a legal way. (3) . Lock in problem [6] , [14] : currently, there is few efficient procedures or software which are available for could computing to protect data, application and service, and thus it is difficult for the cloud users to migrate their data among cloud service providers; and (4). Governance problem [18] , [20] , [23] , [25] : In cloud computing infrastructures, the users are out of control to the Cloud Service Providers (CSP)and therefore some security threat will appear.
According to the above analysis, the urgent security issue about how to design the suitable technology to guarantee the privacy of cloud participants should be investigated. Inspired by the social accountability idea, we proposed the accountable privacy-preserving mechanism IBE-AC for cloud participants. In the proposed mechanism, each cloud participant registers in cloud system using their identity information, and generates private key using his/her identity information, then they can be authenticated each other based on the AuthEncrypt and Auth-Decrypt procedures, which we redesigned from the corresponding procedure of IBE. Combining with the detailed privacy definition for cloud participants and system modeling, we proposed the accounting and auditing processes to deal with the network log files and judge whether one certain cloud participant has violated the privacy regulation. Finally, the cloud system will perform accountability on the related cloud participants according to the auditing privacy exposure results. The proposed privacy-preserving mechanism mainly focuses on regulating the network behavior of the participants in cloud computing to realize privacypreserving. The main contribution of our paper can be summarized as follows:
• Different with the traditional privacy-preserving technology, we present the accountability system mechanism IBE-AC to protect the privacy for cloud tenants by constraining and regulating the network behavior of the cloud participants.
• Combining the IBE with the proposed accounting and auditing processes, we present the integrated accountable privacy-preserving mechanism for cloud computing. In the proposed mechanism, each registered cloud tenant associates with his/her identity information, private key and signature generated in IBE-AC system. For all modules of the proposed mechanism, the detailed processing procedures and related algorithms are designed as well. At the same time, we prove the security of the proposed mechanism under the two possible types of adversaries.
• We experimentally show that the proposed accountable mechanism performs efficiently and smoothly. In particular, the configurable function modules make the mechanism fit for different cloud application scenarios; at the same time, it is possible to achieve better performance and effectiveness through flexible distribution and agent mechanism for the function modules. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, related works is discussed and a systematic accountability mechanism is suggested. The preliminary, privacy and system modeling are given in Section III and Section IV respectively. In Section V, we propose the accountable privacy-preserving mechanism based on IBE, and prove the security of the mechanism under two possible adversaries attacks. An extensive experimental results and potential accountability implementation are presented in Section VI; and we conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Recently, more and more individuals and enterprises have been inclined to place their data on the cloud platforms; accordingly, many privacy problems will also emerge. Some related privacy-preserving research in cloud computing were discussed in [3] . Most of the existing works mainly focus on the traditional privacy-preserving technology and schemes, meanwhile, some protocols, mechanisms, approach and schemes [4] [5] [6] [7] are designed for privacy-preserving under different application scenarios. Pasupuleti et al. [4] use the probabilistic public key encryption algorithm to encrypt the cloud data before uploading, and then search the encrypted data based on some ranked keyword to retrieve the files from the cloud. In [5] , to defense against the node compromise attacks in cloud computing, a novel threshold creditbased incentive mechanism (TCBI) is proposed based on the modified model of population dynamics, the difficulty of the mechanism lies in how to assess and set the credit value, which will affect the accuracy of the mechanism. Yan et al. [6] study a reputation mechanism to provide secure and privacy-aware communication process for the mobile cloud computing, which can identify and manage the adversary to protect the security and privacy against some attacks; and Xia et al. [7] proposed a privacy-preserving scheme to support content-based image retrieval (CBIR) over encrypted images, which no need to worry about leaking the sensitive information to the cloud servers, but accuracy and efficiency problem are the main drawback for the scheme.
For the privacy-preserving of cloud data, the works [8] [9] [10] [11] mainly adopt related data protection technology to realize privacy-preserving in cloud computing, Yuan and Yu [8] focus on how to keep their respective data sets secretly in multi-party through conducting joint BackPropagation neural network learning. References [9] [10] [11] [12] study the topic of cloud privacy-preserving from the aspects of multi-keywords search, data sharing security and verifiable data aggregation respectively, all the schemes based on the traditional data information security technology. Considering the scale of cloud computing, these technology show lower efficiency in real cloud environment. To protect the personal health information among healthcare providers in distributed m-healthcare cloud computing system, Zhou et al. [14] propose a novel authorized accessible privacy model for patients to authorize physicians by setting an access tree, which can support flexible threshold predicates, in [15] , a document retrieval framework was proposed to search the encrypted data which stored on the cloud, the frame can guarantee the confidentiality of the original data. And the deployed 37870 VOLUME 6, 2018 privacy-preserving n-keyword search scheme will protect the privacy of the data during searching and retrieving. In [16] and [17] , encryption technology are designed to protect the cloud privacy, especially in [17] , multi-key ensures the difficulty for adversary to decrypt the data encrypted by the owners, but evidently, the drawback of the scheme is that it will introduce more complexity to the cloud system. For the trusted cloud computing, Zhang et al. [18] present an online auction for cloud computing based on heterogeneous demands of cloud tenants, which mainly adopt some authenticated technology to guarantee the tenants privacy. At the same time, the references of [19] [20] [21] [22] study the public auditing in cloud computing under different aspects. Actually, the public auditing always need public infrastructure to support and therefore sometimes is in low efficiency.
As a new computing paradigm, cloud computing is very different from the traditional network in system architecture and service deployment. Currently, there are some special security issues [23] in cloud computing except for some common security issues which are similar with the traditional internet technology, for example, in the security of boundary, cloud computing cannot be clearly defined boundaries to protect the device users, however, the traditional computing model can protect device users by dividing physical and logical security zones. In the service security aspect [24] , the data, communications networks, services and other important resource are controlled by the cloud service providers. So, when the providers security is something wrong, how to ensure the available service and the data confidentiality are particularly important. Related to the protection of users data [25] , we have to consider the stored location and approach for data; at the same time, data recovery, data encryption and data integrity protection are important topics as well. At the same time, in cloud computing model [25] , the cloud service providers have too much privilege; however, the users rights may be difficult to ensure. Therefore, how to balance the rights between the cloud service providers and cloud users becomes a challenge.
From the above analysis of the related works, we can conclude that these existing security approaches always focus on the traditional security technology, and sometimes these approaches cannot efficiently solve the privacypreserving problems in cloud computing. Inspired by the social accountability mechanism, in this paper, combining with Identity-based Encryption algorithm, we constructed a systematic accountable mechanism for cloud computing to make each cloud participant to act properly and legally. Actually, the concept of ''accountability'' in network security has emerged for a long time, the papers [26] , [27] mentioned that the colorredaccountability will be an potential efficient approach to apply in privacy-preserving, and the authors suggested that accountability will be likely to become an efficient approach in cloud computing and which will help increase trust for it, at the same time, the accountability mechanism will make all cloud participants act properly during their network activities.
III. PRELIMINARY A. DESCRIPTION LOGIC
Description logic is a formal language for knowledge representation [28] . It is a set of stator belongs to first-order predicate logic. The basic components of the description logics are concepts, roles, and individuals. The concept describes the common attributes of an individual set, and the concept can be interpreted as an object set of a meta predicate, the role is the binary relation between objects.
Knowledge Representation can be divided into two categories: one is Logic-Based Knowledge Representation, another is non-Logic-Based Knowledge Representation. Logic-Based Knowledge Representation is usually a variation of the first order predicate logic. Reasoning is equivalent to proving logical inference. Non-Logic-Based Knowledge Representation: it is usually based on the use of a graphical interface. Knowledge is represented by a particular data structure, and reasoning can be done simply by processing the special process of the structure. The description logic knowledge representation system contains a knowledge base and its reasoning services. Knowledge base consists of two parts: Tbox and Abox. Tbox introduces the terminology of application; Abox includes instance assertion and role assertion.
In the description logic, the basic description language is ALC, which is a fundamental and special language, can be extended from Description logics(DL). Generally, we will let A and B denote the atomic concept, R denote the atomic relationship, C and D denote concept description, I is the explanation. The basic operations, syntax and semanticists of ALC are shown in Table 1 . In ALC, syntax based on operation, atomic concept and atomic relation to construct complex concepts and relations. The basic operations include conjunction, disjunction, negation, existential restrictions and global restrictions. The semantics is a subset of a certain field, relation is the binary relation in the field set. Tbox contains the intentional knowledge of application. It usually describe the fact of concepts and tasks by terminological axioms. There are two forms of terminological axioms: Inclusion: C ∈ D(R ∈ S), e.g. Women ∈ Human; Equality: C ≡ D(R ≡ S), e.g. Mother ≡ Woman ∩∃ hasChild.Person, C and D are the concept, R and S are the relation. An interpretation(I) consists of a non empty set ( I ) and a function (·I ), it can be denoted as I = ( I , ·I ). For an interpretation I, if C I ⊆ D I (C I ≡ D I ), then I satisfies inclusion or equality, C ⊆ D(C ≡ D). If T is an axiom(a set of axioms), if and only if I satisfies every axiom in the set, then I satisfies T, and I is a pattern of the axiom(a set of axioms). More detail of the description logic can be referred in [28] .
B. BILINEAR MAP AND THE IBE SCHEME 1) BILINEAR MAP From here on, Zq is used to denote the group {0, . . . , q − 1} under addition modulo q. For a group G of prime order we use G * to denote the set G * = G|O, where O is the identity element in the group G. We use Z and Z + to denote the set of integers and positive integers respectively. We describe first some definitions [13] about bilinear map and then the IBE scheme.
Definition 1: An mapê:
Definition 2:
The Bilinear-Diffie-Hellman problem (BDH) for a bilinear mapê:
where g is a generator and a, b, c ∈ Z . An algorithm A is said to solve the BDH problem with advantage
] ≥ ε, Where the probability is over the random choice of a, b, c, g, and the random bits of A.
Definition 3: A randomized algorithm G that takes a security parameter k ∈ Z + as input is a BDH parameter generator if it turns in time polynomial in k and outputs the description of two groups G 1 , G 2 and a bilinear functionê:
2) IDENTITY-BASE ENCRYPTION(IBE)
The identity-based cryptography mainly includes four algorithm operations, Setup, Extract, Encrypt and Decrypt. It is worthwhile to mention that the identity-based cryptography is able to use any string as a public key, which is very convenient and practical in modern society. The four algorithm operations are specified as follows.
Setup(η): the algorithm takes a security parameter η as input and returns system parameters SP and master-key MK . SP includes the description of a finite message space M and a finite cipher text space C. The system parameters is public, while the master-key will be kept secretly at PKG.
KeyG(SP, MK , ID): the algorithm will input system parameters SP, master-key MK , and an arbitrary identity ID∈ {0, 1} * , then outputs the corresponding private key SK for the input identity.
Encrypt(SP, ID, m): the encryption algorithm is run by sender, will take system parameters SP, receiver's identity ID and the plaintext m∈M as input. It returns the ciphertext c∈C.
Decrypt(SP, c, SK ): Correspondingly, the decryption algorithm takes system parameters SP, the ciphertext c∈C, and the receivers private key SK as input. It output the plaintext m∈M or an error.
These algorithms in IBE scheme must satisfy the standard definition of consistency constraint, that is, when the algorithm KeyG generated a private key SK by the given ID which is the public key, then ∀m∈M: Decrypt (SP, c, SK ) = m, where c = Encrypt(SP, ID, m).
IV. PRIVACY AND SYSTEM MODELING A. PRIVACY MODELING
In this section, based on the description logic, we will define and model the privacy attribute, privacy request and privacy exposure condition for cloud participants. In order to describe and identify the privacy attribute of the cloud computing. In this paper, the cloud participants include cloud service providers and cloud tenants. Modeling and description of the cloud privacy consists of privacy guarantee of cloud service system (PG-CSS), Certificate Authority Statement(CAS), privacy attribute of providers or tenants(PA-P or PA-T), privacy request of providers or tenants(PR-P or PR-T), Privacy Guarantee of Providers(PG-P) and Privacy Exposure Condition of Providers or tenants(PEC-P or PEC-T). The relation of the privacy concepts is briefly shown in Fig.1 . Definition 4: Privacy Guarantee of Cloud Service System, PG-CSS. It is designed to protect the privacy of all users in the cloud system. And it can be described as follows:PG-CSS = Security, Result .
Where, Security refers to the cloud service systems security, which can be denoted as:Security = {IBE-AC, Authentication}. Anyone must be authenticated when he/she joins in the cloud service system. Penalty refers to the punishment regulation what we will design for the proposed accountability system. It can be denoted as:Penalty = {0,1}, 0 means the participant has not violated the privacy regulation, but 1 means it has.
Definition 5: Privacy Attribute of Cloud Participants. Privacy Attribute of Cloud Service Providers(PA-P) is represented by a quaternion, PA-P = Pid, PEC-P, PG-P, Signature . Where, Pid is the identity of privacy attribute owner, which will be used to identify the cloud service provider, PEC-P is the privacy exposure condition of cloud service provider, PG-P is privacy guarantee of cloud service provider, and Signature is the provider's digital signature.
Similarly, Privacy Attribute of Cloud Tenant(PA-T) can be represented by a triad as PA-T = Tid, PEC-T , Signature , where, Tid represents the identity of the privacy owner, which will identify the cloud tenant. PEC-T denotes the privacy exposure condition of cloud tenant. And Signature is the digital signature of cloud tenants.
Definition 6: Certificate Authority Statement(CAS). Authorization is a part of the privacy exposure condition of the cloud service providers, that is, each privacy exposure must satisfy the CAS to verify that whether the cloud tenant owns this privacy.
CAS can be expressed as:CAS = CA ServerJudge −−−−−−→ user Where, CA refers to Certificate Authority, and usually is the trusted third party. ServerJudge is the operation of the Certificate Authority, according to its Signature, to judge whether a user is a legal participant in cloud service system.
Definition 7: Privacy Exposure Condition of Cloud Service Providers (PEC-P). PEC-P = privacyConstr ∧ P − objectConstr. The privacy exposure condition is a constraint on a cloud tenant to have a privacy attribute, where, privacyConstr represents the constraint on the content of the privacy requirement, and P-objectConstr represents the constraint on the private cloud tenant, when the object is legal, P-objectConstr can be noted as P − objectConstr = When the CAS has authenticated the users to be legal cloud participants, it will expose related privacy to the cloud participants based on the privacyConstr, otherwise it will reject the requests of the users. PrivacyConstr mainly involved the issues about whether the cloud tenants owned the privacy, and the constraints on the privacy privilege management for the cloud tenants. And privacyConstr can be noted as:
Where C is the class of privacy; pn i are the name of privacy; pn 1 :{T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T m }, . . . , pn i :{T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T n } indicates which cloud tenants own the related privacy; pn 1 :T 1 (am 1 ), . . . , pn i :T s (am q ) denotes the management privilege on the related privacy for the cloud tenants.
For example, as the cloud tenant Tim, delivery company and the cloud service provider Taobao, we assume the tenant wants to sell his idle entity albums on Taobao, the privacy exposure condition to tenants address in Taobao is the seller, Tims address should only be exposed to the delivery company. Then Tims privacy exposure condition is shown as address:dilivery company ∧ address:save (am) . it means that the delivery company owns the privacy of address, at the same time, the delivery company has the management privilege to save the address.
Definition 8: Privacy Guarantee of Cloud Service Providers(PG-P). It refers to the cloud service providers guarantee to protect the privacy for other cloud participants, it can be denoted as: PG-P = QoS, SPS .
Where, QoS refers to the quality of service of the cloud providers, for simplicity, in the proposed accountability system, we assume that Qos = {Availability,Sustainability}. Availability is the measure for the available resources that the cloud service providers can provide, Sustainability indicates the sustainable resource of the providers, and SPS refers to the security probability of service from the providers.
Definition 9: Privacy Attribute of Cloud Tenant(PA-T). Privacy attribute of cloud tenants can be represented by a triad as PA − T = Pid, PEC − T , Signature .Where, Tid represents the identity of the privacy owner, which will identify the cloud tenant. PEC-T denotes the privacy exposure condition of cloud tenant. And Signature is the digital signature of cloud tenants.
Definition 10: Privacy Exposure Condition of Cloud Tenants(PEC-T). Different with PEC-P, PEC-T is the constraint of exposing privacy to the cloud service providers. In the proposed accountability system, the PEC-T will be denoted as: PEC-T = DC ∧ privacyConstr. There are two parts for the PEC-T, one is DC, which means the degree of confidence of cloud tenants to the service or the cloud service providers, another is the constraint of privacy request privacyConstr. We define DC = {Security,Qos}, where, Security denotes the security probability of cloud service, and QoS is the quality of cloud service, it represents the reliability and efficiency of the cloud service. At the same time, privacyConstr mainly involves the issues about whether the cloud service providers owned the privacy, and the constraints on the privacy privilege management for the cloud service providers, and privacyConstr can be noted as:
Where C is the class of privacy; pn i are the name of privacy; pn 1 : {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P x }, . . . , pn i :{P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P y } indicates which cloud service providers own the related privacy; pn 1 :P 1 (am 1 ), . . . , pn i :P r (am t ) denotes the management privilege on the related privacy of the cloud service providers.
Definition 11: Privacy Request (PR), it represents a series of requirements to protect cloud participants privacy, and PR can be described by the list of PEC, we note it as PR = (PEC) 1 ∧ (PEC) 2 ∧ · · · ∧ (PEC) x . For example, the privacy request of cloud service providers can be described as: PR-P = (PEC-P) 1 ∧ (PEC-P) 2 ∧ · · · ∧ (PEC-P) i , and the privacy request of cloud tenants can be described as:
B. SYSTEM MODEL We present the model for accountable privacy-preserving mechanism in Fig 2, where, cloud participants include cloud users and cloud service providers, compared with the traditional cryptograph technology, the IBE scheme can generate the corresponding private key for any users when they input any random string as their public key. Accordingly, the functions of authentication and authorization are designed based on IBE scheme in the proposed accountability infrastructure, at the same time, auditing and accounting will be introduced to construct the entire accountability system. Actually, all cloud participants will register in the IBE-AC system and all of their network behavior will be storied in the network logs. When privacy accountability launched, the accountability system will perform the related function modules and make decisions according to the accounting results. Though there are many details about the deployment of the of accountability system, in this paper, we logically take it as cloud server, and mainly focus on the coordination and interaction agreements of the function modules for the accountability system. In the proposed accountability system model, we will define the proposed accountable IBE scheme. Compared with the traditional IBE scheme, the Encrypt and Decrypt steps will be redefined to realize the authentication process for the accountability system between any two cloud participants.
• Auth-Encrypt(SP, ID r , m, SK s ): The auth-encryption algorithm run by the sender will take system parameters SP, receiver's identity ID r , sender's private key SK s and the plaintext m ∈ M as input. It returns the ciphertext c ∈ C.
• Auth-Decrypt(SP, c, SK r , ID s ): The auth-decryption algorithm run by the receiver will take as input-system parameters SP, the ciphertext which generated in Auth-Encrypt under ID r , the identity ID s of the sender, the receiver's private key SK r , it will output: the corresponding original plaintext m ∈ M . According to the consistency constraint of IBE scheme, we also require the above two authenticated algorithms to satisfy the standard consistency constraint. Therefore, for the messages m ∈ M , for any pair cloud participants P1 and P2, their private keys SK s , SK r and with their corresponding identity ID s and ID r , it requires
Although the authenticatedencryption can perform authentication mechanism, it is faster than plain Encryption algorithm because it has less exponentiation and no point multiplication operations. In addition, we will introduce the signature algorithm based on IBE and another two operations which are introduced to realize the network behavior accounting and auditing for the proposed accountability system.
• Signature(SP, m, SK ): The signature algorithm takes the system parameters SP, the private key SK of the signer and a message m as input, and outputs the signature associated with the message.
• Accounting(
For simplicity, in this paper, we only consider the privacy-related logs for cloud participants, the accounting algorithm run by IBE-AC takes the privacy related network log set {Pri-log ID 1 , Pri-log ID 2 , . . . , Pri-log ID t } of cloud participants, one certain time interval T i as input. For simplicity, in this paper, we only consider the privacy-related logs for cloud participants, the log format of cloud tenant and cloud service provider will be defined as Pri-log T = {ID T , Ti, PEC-T , PR-T , PA-T , PG-P} and Pri-log P = {ID P , Ti, PEC-P, PR-P, PA-P, CAS} respectively, and finally it will output the corresponding accounting result A 1 , A 2 · · · A t for the t cloud participants.
• Auditing:
The auditing algorithm run by IBE-AC take as input-the identity of privacy victim ID v ,the privacy request and privacy exposure condition of privacy victim PR v and PEC v , the accounting result {A 1 , A 2 · · · A t } of audited objects. It outputs the judgement result {R 1 , R 2 · · · R t }, for simplicity, in the paper, we define the value of R as 0 or 1, which means whether the corresponding cloud participant has violated the privacy regulation of the victim.
V. THE PROPOSED ACCOUNTABLE SCHEME A. SECURITY DEFINITIONS
In the proposed accountable privacy-preserving model, IBE-AC is assumed to be semi-trusted, and it will be attacked by dishonest cloud participants which will try to avoid being punished. Therefore, according to the motivation and possibility, two types of adversaries may emerge in the accountable privacy-preserving scheme, which can be described as follow.
• Type − I adversary. This kind adversary as the dishonest cloud participants which always deliberately aim to violate the privacy regulations. Therefore, an easy way they can utilize is to counterfeit the identities of others, such adversaries will try to obtain the useful private information from others before being audited. Thus, by counterfeiting others information, the adversary will avoid being punished even having violated the privacy regulations.
• Type − II adversary. This kind adversary as the dishonest cloud participants which have violated the privacy regulations. To avoid being punished, one or more of the dishonest cloud participants will launch collusion attack to the system. Such attack may collapse the IBE-AC or counterfeit the identity of the legal cloud participants. Generally, considering the robustness and security mechanism, IBE-AC failure is a small probability affair. Therefore, in order to avoid such attack, we must restrict when ID i = ID j when i = j.
Based on the above intuitions, we will define the dishonest cloud participants game for type-I and type-II adversaries for the game story in Fig 3 and Fig 4 respectively . Suppose R I and R II represent the type-I and type-II adversary, and their advantage in attacking the accountable privacy-preserving scheme based on IBE ε can be defined as Adv ε,
Definition 12: An identity-based authenticated encryption with accountable privacy-preserving scheme is semantically secure against adaptive chosen-plaintext attack (IND-ID-CPA) if no polynomially bounded adversary (adversaries) has(have) a non-negligible advantage against challenger in dishonest cloud participants game for both type-I and type-II adversaries.
For the proposed scheme, beyond the CPA security, it can be specified that 1) An identity-based authenticated encryption with accountable privacy-preserving scheme is IND-ID-CPA (semantically secure against adaptive chosen-plaintext attack) secure if no polynomial time adversary (adversaries) has(have) non-negligible advantage in the modified games for both type-I and type-II adversaries, in type-II adversaries, the encryption and decryption oracle in both phases are removed; 2) An identity-based authenticated encryption with accountable privacy-preserving scheme is secure in any model for type-I adversary, but in selective model for type-II adversaries, in which the challenge identities is submitted before setup.
B. THE PROPOSED ACCOUNTABLE SCHEME
Before joining in the cloud system, the users will register in the IBE-AC system, and they will be authenticated each other during communication. When accountability launched, VOLUME 6, 2018 the accounting and auditing processes will be executed. The detailed accountable privacy-preserving scheme is described as follows.
• Setup(η): Taking η as input, the setup algorithm is run by PKG to generate a prime q, two groups G 1 , G 2 of order q, and an admissible bilinear mapê:
It selects a random α ∈ G 1 as well as two random integer s and x, s, x ∈ Z * q and set β = α s . Then, PKG choose cryptographic hash functions for some n,
Finally, the output system parameters are SP = {q, G 1 , G 2 ,ê, n, α, β, H 1 , H 2 , H 3 , H 4 }. The master key is MK = s.
• KeyG(SP, MK , ID): For each cloud participant's private key request on identity ID ∈ 0, 1 * , the KeyG algorithm computes Q ID = H 2 (ID) ∈ G * 1 and outputs the private key SK to be SK ID ID) ) S , where, x is a random number generated in Setup algorithm, x i is a random parameter for the private key of cloud participant, which is generated by and kept secretly in the IBE-AC. 
Check that U = H 3 (σ, m), if not, reject the ciphertext and its sender, otherwise, outputs the plaintext m and authenticates the sender.
• Accounting(Ti, {Pri-log
Before launching accountability, the IBE-AC runs accounting algorithm to collect and process the privacy involved network log of cloud participants during one certain period Ti. For simplicity, in this paper, we only consider the privacy-related records for cloud participants, According the cloud privacy definition in Section 4.1, the privacy-related format of cloud tenant is defined as: and the privacy-related format of cloud service provider will be defined as: T 1 (am 1 ) , . . . , pn i : T s (am q )) for the t accounted cloud participants, takes one certain time period Ti and logs set {Pri-log ID 1 , Pri-log ID 2 , · · · , Pri-log ID t } as input. It will output the corresponding accounting result {A ID 1 , A ID 2 , · · · , A ID t } for the t cloud participants, where,
, pi denotes the privacy it access, am is the operation on the privacy and t is the timestamp.
•
In the step, the auditing algorithm run by IBE-CSP take as input-the identity of privacy victim ID v ,the privacy request and privacy exposure condition of privacy victim PR v and PEC v ,the accounting result
It outputs the judgement result {R ID 1 , R ID 2 , · · · , R ID t }, for simplicity, in the paper, we define the value of R ID i as 0 or 1, which means whether the corresponding cloud participant has violated the privacy regulation of the victim. VOLUME 6, 2018
C. SECURITY ANALYSIS
Firstly, we prove the IND-ID-CPA secure of the proposed mechanism under the type-I adversary attack. Theorem 1: Any IND-ID-CPA adversary (dishonest cloud participants) against the proposed accountable privacypreserving scheme implies an IND-ID-CPA attacker against IBE [13] scheme.
Proof: For the IBE scheme, it has been proved to be IND-ID-CPA secure [13] . Let is an IND-ID-CPA adversary in the type-I adversary definition described above, we show that gives rise to an IND-ID-CPA adversary ℵ against IBE scheme.
Without loss of generality, let the Identity information in the IBE scheme is not unique, so the dishonest cloud participant can counterfeit the ID information randomly in the IBE-AC system. We assume the adversary ℵ run Setup(η) to get their system parameter and master key SP = {q, G 1 ,
From his/her challenger (SP C , MK C ), (SP A , MK A ),and output SP C , SP A , when input a master public key from his/her challenger of the others ID receiving. When the adversary launches a key generation request for an identity ID, ℵ will query his/her own challenger to generate a private key SK ID = (H 2 (ID)) s and begins executing the key generation protocol in interaction with . The ℵ adversary will supply a commitment = g −Ti (g a · g −ID ) ω and an interactive Weil pairing proof of knowledge of the pair (Ti, ω), based on the extractor of the proof of knowledge, ℵ extracts the pair by backtracking and SK I D = (H 2 (ID)) s .
In the challenge stage, randomly selects a victim identity ID v and message m, which ℵ forwards to his/her own challenger. Afterwards, the challenger will provide ℵ with the corresponding ciphertext C which will relayed to , and after key generation queries, and ℵ will output the same bit, 0 or 1. So, if won the game, ℵ has won as well.
Secondly, collusion attack is another possible attack for the proposed scheme, which is launched by the dishonest cloud participants who have violated the privacy regulations. To avoid punishment, more than one of the dishonest cloud participants will launch collusion attack to the proposed accountable scheme.
We will introduce some definitions of the collusion attack firstly and then prove the security of the proposed scheme against the collusion attack, that is the type-II adversary attack.
Definition 13: Bilinear-Diffie-Hellman problem inversion (BDHI) assumption [13] : We say that satisfies the BDHI assumption if no probabilistic polynomial algorithm A can solve BDHI with non-negligible advantage.
Definition 14: k-collusion attack algorithm assumption [29] : for random integers (x, y, r i ) ∈ Z q , given
∈ G 1 with non-negligible probability.
Based on the above definitions and assumption. From now on, we will show that the proposed accountable privacypreserving scheme is always secure under the type-II adversary attack, Lemma 1: Under k Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Inversion (k-BDHI) assumption, it do not exist a k-collusion attack algorithm (k − CAA) to make k legal cloud participants to learn the secret successfully through collusion with nonnegligible probability.
Proof: we assume that there exist a k-collusion attack algorithm and g t i ∈ (G * 1 ) k , (i = 0 · · · k), g and g 1 are generated by group G 1 . We know that x + x i + (H 2 (ID i )) s is the private key of the cloud participants created from the identity ID i in IBE-AC system. Generally, the private keys of cloud participants are kept secretly by themselves and will not let other cloud participants or adversaries know easily. In order to prove the security of the proposed scheme. We will consider the worst case that k legal nodes are compromised by adversaries and become the collusive attackers. In such case, the private keys of the k legal cloud participants are disclosed and they will launch collusion attack on the proposed system. According to the proposed scheme, the private key of the k legal cloud participants are
. For simplicity, we note
, we can get equations as follows:
From the k-collusion attack algorithm k−CAA assumption, we assume that there exists a k-collusion attack algorithm we can compute to get g 1/(x+F(ID j )) 1
, and an equation can be described as follows:
And finally we will getê(g, g)
, so, there exists a k-collusion attack algorithm (k −CAA) to solve the Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Inversion (k − BDHI ) problem, actually, this is not true according to the above k Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Inversion (k − BDHI ) assumption, so Lemma 2 is true.
END proof
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND POTENTIAL IMPLEMENTATION
In order to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed accountable privacy-preserving mechanism, in the section, we will perform a thorough and detailed experimental evaluation for the proposed scheme in Section 5. We construct the testbed by using 64-bit M2 High memory double extra large Linux servers on Amazon EC2 platform.
At the same time, we set 42 computers with Federal 10.0, Intel core i5-2400 CPU processor and 4G DDR memories to construct virtual private servers(VPS) [30] , considering the computer capacity and network bandwidth, in the experiment, each computer will be split into 1, 5, 15 and 25 virtual private server, which will provide different number virtual computer units to simulate the cloud users. By combining the privacy concepts and definitions with the test log files based on the BSD syslog protocol [31] , we pre-process the collected logs file using the data clean mechanism [32] firstly, and then simulate the accountability effectiveness when huge cloud users are available. For all evaluation in this section, we set group G 1 as 160-bit, G 2 as 512-bit and all communication in the evaluation based on TCP/IP protocol network.
A. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FOR ACCOUNTABILITY 1) PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FOR ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING
In this section, we will test the accounting and auditing modules of the accountability under different scenarios.
As described in the above experimental setup. The accounting and auditing stages will be tested under four different cases based on the virtual private servers technology [33] . In the simulation, each computer will be split into1, 5, 15 and 25 virtual private server, which can totally provide 42, 210, 630 and 1050 cloud users for simulation respectively. In Fig.5(a) , for the 42 simulated cloud users, we set different network access mechanisms for them and collected 5 periods(1hour, 12 hours, 24 hours, 36 hours and 48 hours) network logs for accounting and auditing algorithm. From the test result in Fig.5(a) , it is not hard to conclude that as the collected logs volume increase, the time overhead of the accounting step increases faster than the auditing step because the accounting need more time to pre-process the original logs file. (Note: for the time cost in Fig.5 and Fig.6 , we only calculated the real process time of the Accounting and Auditing algorithm, not including the time overhead of data collection and transmission.) Correspondingly, similar with the simulated setup of Fig.5(a) , the test results of another three cases with 210, 630 and 1050 cloud users are shown in Fig.5(b) , Fig.5(c) and Fig.5(d) respectively. From the experiment results, we can find that although the time overhead has increased as the increment of the period Ti and the accounted cloud users, the efficiency of the accounting and auditing processes are still perfect because the execution time of the proposed scheme is still within minutes level.
In the real cloud environment, the number of cloud users will be always larger than those we have evaluated above. Based on the average logs file volume created by per cloud user per hour in Fig.5(d) , we evaluate the execution time of both accounting and auditing for different number of simulated cloud users under different periods Ti. The number of simulated cloud users are 2 10 , 2 15 and 2 20 for three situations. For the experimental results in Fig.6 , although the number of simulated cloud users reached to 2 20 , the time overhead of the accounting and auditing modules run on one single Linux server only needs several hours to deal with the collected log files. Actually, in the real cloud application environment, we can distribute some agents for accounting and auditing modules to process the collected log files in a parallel mode, which will enhance the efficiency of accounting and auditing to some extent.
2) EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION FOR ACCOUNTABILITY
In order to evaluate the accountability effectiveness of the proposed mechanism, we take the privacy-preserving of Taobao customers as the test examples, and set three popular privacy attributes for the victim cloud user, the address privacy address: address : dilivery company ∧ address : save(am), the credit card information privacy card_info : Taobao ∧ card_info : save(am), and the shopping order information privacy order_info : customer ∧ order_info : all(am). For the shopping order privacy, it means that only the customer himself/herself owns the privacy of his/her shopping order information, at the same time, only the customer himself/herself has the all management privilege on the privacy. If any other customers attempt to abuse or access the constrained privacy illegally, then they violated the cloud privacy regulations.
In this experiment, after retrieving the 48 hours' simulated logs file based on the 2 10 , 2 15 and 2 20 simulated cloud users scenario of Fig.6 , we randomly insert 100,1000 and 10000 access records which violated the above three privacy constraint in the logs for the corresponding number of cloud users. When auditing algorithm runs, it will judges whether the cloud user has violated the privacy regulations according the accounting logs, the PR and PEC of the privacy victim. As described in the proposed mechanism, the judgment result R i will be set as 1 if cloud user CUi has violated the privacy regulations. Table 2 shows the statistical results of how many cloud users have violated the privacy regulations for each period Ti under the three different scenarios.
Besides the better performance in efficiency, from the detected results of the cloud users who have violated the privacy regulation in Table 2 , we can conclude that the proposed accountable privacy-preserving mechanism has detected 100% ''illegal cloud user'' for all evaluated scenarios. Therefore, in practical cloud situation, when the accounted cloud users are determined, the proposed accountable mechanism can perform accounting and auditing for one selected period Ti flexibly. 
B. POTENTIAL ACCOUNTABILITY IMPLEMENTATION ON CLOUD PARTICIPANTS
In the proposed accountable mechanism, besides some special privacy concepts that mentioned above, we have defined some basic data protection and privacy control policies of the Service-Level Agreement for its implementation. In our proposed system, there exists a module to manage the ServiceLevel Agreement for all cloud services, which formulates rules of the obligations and rights for all cloud participants. In the implementation, we will define the security and privacy of the Service-Level Agreement for the proposed accountability system as Formula(1).
SLA S i = {Price S i , Security S i , Privacy S i , Penalty S i } (1)
Where S i denotes the i'th cloud service, Price S i means the rent fee the cloud service providers should charge when they meet the requirement of the Service-Level Agreement. Security S i defines some mechanisms which make it extremely difficult or uneconomical for an unauthorized person to access the private data information. Privacy S i denotes the protection against the exposure or leakage of confidential data; and finally, the Penalty S i denotes the penalty the cloud service providers should pay when their Service-Level Agreements violate the promised services. Without loss of generality, in real implementation, we define some polices for the four components Price S i , Security S i , Privacy S i and Penalty S i of the Service-Level Agreement in Formula (2-5). 
The definition of each policy in Security S i and Privacy S i of the Service-Level Agreement can be referred in the privacy model and the system model IBE-AC in Section 4.
In the proposed accountability system, we will penalize the cloud service providers if their Service-Level Agreements violate the promised services, we regard that Service-Level Agreement fulfilled when it has met all the requirements of the privacy service, otherwise it violated.
T (SLA S i ) = ccc1, SLA fulfiiled 0, SLA voilated (6) According to Formula (6), if Service-Level Agreement fulfilled, the corresponding cloud service providers should charge from cloud users based on the policy of Price S i ; on the contrary, if Service-Level Agreement violated, the cloud service providers should be punished based on the policy of Penalty S i . In the practical cloud application environment, we can formulate detailed penalties and compensation strategies for the proposed accountable privacy-preserving mechanism according to real requirement and circumstance.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, focusing on the critical issue of cloud privacypreserving, we proposed an accountable privacy-preserving mechanism based on IBE scheme. Firstly, we model and define the detailed privacy attribute for cloud participants based on description logic, and then introduced two algorithms to realize accountability combined with the modified IBE scheme in the IBE-AC model. Furthermore, we consider the possible adversary attacks to the proposed accountable privacy-preserving mechanism, we describe the two types adversaries launched by the dishonest cloud participants, type-I and type-II adversaries for the game story. From the theory level, we proved the proposed mechanism is secure against the attacks launched by them.
Finally, we evaluated the proposed privacy-preserving mechanism through extensive simulation and experimental test, at the same time, we discuss the potential implementation of the proposed accountable privacy-preserving mechanism.
